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ABSTRACT: While great success has been achieved in fine-tuning the aspect
ratios and thereby the plasmon resonances of cylindrical Au nanorods, facet
control with atomic level precision on the highly curved nanorod surfaces has
long been a significantly more challenging task. The intrinsic structural
complexity and lack of precise facet control of the nanorod surfaces remain
the major obstacles for the atomic-level elucidation of the structure−property
relationships that underpin the intriguing catalytic performance of Au
nanorods. Here we demonstrate that the facets of single-crystalline Au
nanorods can be precisely tailored using cuprous ions and cetyltrimethy-
lammonium bromide as a unique pair of surface capping competitors to guide
the particle geometry evolution during nanorod overgrowth. By deliberately
maneuvering the competition between cuprous ions and cetyltrimethylam-
monium bromide, we have been able to create, in a highly controllable and
selective manner, an entire family of nanorod-derived anisotropic multi-
faceted geometries whose surfaces are enclosed by specific types of well-defined high-index and low-index facets. This facet-
controlled nanorod overgrowth approach also allows us to fine-tune the particle aspect ratios while well-preserving all the
characteristic facets and geometric features of the faceted Au nanorods. Taking full advantage of the combined structural
and plasmonic tunability, we have further studied the facet-dependent heterogeneous catalysis on well-faceted Au nanorods
using surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy as an ultrasensitive spectroscopic tool with unique time-resolving and
molecular finger-printing capabilities.

KEYWORDS: gold nanorods, high-index facets, low-index facets, overgrowth, plasmon resonances, nanocatalysis,
surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy

Ever since its discovery in 1990s,1 Au nanorod has been a
model system for exploring the anisotropic shape
evolution of nanocrystals with thermodynamically

unexpected geometries.2−12 The state-of-the-art colloidal syn-
thesis of single-crystalline Au nanorods involves seed-mediated
anisotropic nanocrystal growth coguided by a foreign metal ion,
Ag+, and halide-containing cationic surfactants, typically
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB).2−4,9−14 While
detailed mechanistic understanding of the synergy between
Ag+ ions and the surfactants still remains elusive,15−19 this seed-
mediated growth method has become the most popular
approach to the realization of precise control over both the
longitudinal and transverse dimensions of cylindrical Au
nanorods. Tight control over nanorod aspect ratios allows
one to fine-tune the plasmon resonances over a broad spectral
range that spans the entire visible and near-infrared
regions.3,4,7,8,11 Such exceptional tunability of plasmon-
dominated light absorption and scattering properties, when
combined with the rich chemistry for surface functionalization
of Au, endows Au nanorods with great promise for applications

in diverse areas, such as plasmon-enhanced spectroscopies,20−25

molecular sensing,26−28 bioimaging,8,29−33 drug delivery,30,34,35

and photothermal cancer therapy.8,29,30,32,36

Equally important to the control over nanorod aspect ratios
is the capability of fine-tailoring the surface structures of Au
nanorods with atomic-level precision. For many biomedical and
biosensing applications, the nature of the surface ligands around
Au nanorods may be even more important than the Au core
itself in terms of interfacial chemistry and biocompatibility.8,9,30

The crystallographic facets exposed on Au nanorod surfaces
play pivotal roles in determining the affinity, specificity, and
dynamics of the interactions between ligand molecules and Au
surfaces.9 In addition, deliberate facet control opens up unique
opportunities to functionalize the nanorod surfaces with desired
molecular moieties in a site-selective manner, enabling the
molecularly guided assembly of Au nanorods into mesoscopic
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hierarchical superstructures with desired architectures and
functionalities.37−41 Furthermore, precise facet control is vital
to the optimization of the catalytic performance of Au
nanorods. Inhomogeneous site-specific catalytic activities were
recently observed on individual single-crystalline Au nanorods,
which are intimately tied to the geometric distribution of
various local facets and defects on the nanorod surfaces.42 In
striking contrast to the great success achieved in fine-tuning the
aspect ratios, the seed-mediated nanorod synthesis unfortu-
nately offers limited capability of facet control.7,9−11,43−48

Although typically exhibiting a cylindrical morphology with two
rounded ends, experimentally fabricated Au nanorods are
essentially enclosed by multifaceted surfaces composed of a
mixture of various types of high-index and low-index facets that
are capped with surfactants and other adsorbates.9,43−45,49−51

Quantitative assignment of the crystallographic facets exposed
on the surfaces of Au nanorods, however, has long been a
subject under intense debate.9,43−45,49−51 While catalytically
active sites are abundant on the highly curved nanorod surfaces,
it remains a significant challenge to quantitatively correlate the
catalytic activities with the atomic-level surface structures due
to the intrinsic structural complexity and poor control over the
nanorod facets.
Conventional single-crystalline Au nanorods with a cylin-

drical morphology are typically prepared by seed-mediated
growth in the presence of Ag+ and CTAB.4,9−11 The nanorod
growth is initiated by adding colloidal Au seeds (∼2−4 nm in
diameter) into a growth solution containing HAuCl4 (Au

precursor), Ag+ (structure-directing foreign ion), CTAB
(surface capping surfactant), and ascorbic acid (mild reducing
agent). The most convenient way to tune the nanorod aspect
ratios is to vary the concentration of Ag+ in the growth solution,
while the aspect ratios and surface curvature of Au nanorods
can be further fine-tuned through postfabrication over-
growth46,47,52−56 or anisotropic oxidative etching processes.57,58

Recently, Murray and co-workers demonstrated that Au
nanorods enclosed exclusively by one specific type of high-
index {hk0} facets could be fabricated using binary surfactant
mixtures instead of CTAB to guide the seed-mediated
growth.59,60 These {hk0}-faceting Au nanorods are geometri-
cally defined as elongated tetrahexahedral (ETHH) nano-
particles (NPs).61,62 The {hk0} facets, composed of alternating
{100}/{110} terraces and steps, possess high fraction of
coordinatively unsaturated surface atoms that are catalytically
much more active than the close-packed surface atoms on the
low-index {100} and {111} facets.63,64 More recently, we found
that the {hk0}-faceting Au ETHH NPs, also known as convex
nanocuboids, could be fabricated through overgrowth of
preformed cylindrical Au nanorods in the presence of cupric
(Cu2+) ions and appropriate binary surfactant mixtures.65 In
this work, we use the Au ETHH NPs as the starting materials
to demonstrate that an entire family of high-index and low-
index facets can be controllably created on the surfaces of
single-crystalline nanorods using cuprous (Cu+) ions and
CTAB as a unique pair of surface capping competitors to
judiciously maneuver the thermodynamic and kinetic factors

Figure 1. SEM and TEM images of Au (A) ETHH, (B) ETOH, (C) CCB, (D) QCB, (E) TCB, and (F) EOH NPs. The SEM images and TEM
images are shown in the left and right columns, respectively. The insets show the geometric models of individual NPs. All the SEM and TEM
images share the same scale bars in panel A. (G) Extinction spectra of colloidal Au ETHH, ETOH, CCB, QCB, TCB, and EOH NPs. The
particle concentration was ∼1.0 × 1011 particles mL−1 for all the samples.
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that govern the facet evolution during nanorod overgrowth.
The unique combination of desired plasmonic properties and
fine-tailored surface structures on Au nanorods enables us to
gain detailed, quantitative insights into the facet-dependent
catalytic molecular transformations on Au nanoparticle (NP)
surfaces using surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) as an
in situ plasmon-enhanced spectroscopic tool.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For noble metals with face centered cubic (fcc) structures, such
as Au, Pt, and Pd, the low-index {111} and {100} facets are

thermodynamically more stable than the high-index facets and
are thus highly favored during nanocrystal growth.63,64

However, the surface energies of various facets can be
significantly altered when the facets interact with surfactants
and/or foreign ions, allowing the nanocrystals to evolve into
exotic polyhedral geometries that are enclosed by high-index
facets.66−72 On the other hand, the nanocrystal facet evolution
can also be kinetically controlled using appropriate combina-
tions of structure-directing ions and surface capping surfactants
to modulate the degree of supersaturation of the crystal growth
units.73 Starting from the Au ETHH NPs, we found that a
series of interesting nanorod-derived geometries enclosed by

Figure 2. Atomic level surface structures of Au ETHH, ETOH, CCB, QCB, and EOH NPs. (A) Geometric models of an ETHH NP and {730}
facet. (B,C) HAADF-STEM images of individual ETHH NPs. (D) Geometric models of an ETOH NP and {221} facet. (E,F) HADDF-STEM
images of individual ETOH NPs. (G) Geometric models of a CCB NP and {511} facet. (H−J) HADDF-STEM images of individual CCB NPs.
(K) Geometric models of a QCB NP and {100} facet. (L) HADDF-STEM image of an individual QCB NP. (M) Geometric models of EOH
and {111} facet. (N,O) HADDF-STEM images of individual EOH NPs. The insets show the geometric models of the NPs viewed at the
corresponding orientation. (x-i, x-ii, x-iii, x = C, F, J, L, O) High-resolution HAADF-STEM images of various regions (i, ii, and iii) for each
NP shown in panels C, F, J, L, and O, respectively. These NPs were imaged with projection along the [001] zone axis for ETHH and QCB
NPs, and [11 ̅0] zone axis for ETOH, CCB and EOH NPs. The insets in panels C-i, F-i, J-i, L-i, L-iii, and O-i are the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) patterns of the region shown in each panel, respectively.
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well-defined characteristic high-index and low-index facets, such
as elongated trisoctahedral (ETOH) NPs, concave cuboidal
(CCB) NPs, quasi-cuboidal (QCB) NPs, truncated cuboidal
(TCB) NPs, and elongated octahedral (EOH) NPs, could be
obtained in a highly selective and controllable manner by
systematically varying the molar ratio between Cu2+ and CTAB
in the ETHH NP overgrowth solution.
We first used scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to characterize the
structural evolution of Au ETHH NPs upon their overgrowth
in the presence of 14 mM CTAB and varying concentrations of
Cu2+. We synthesized Au ETHH NPs with aspect ratio of ∼3
(Figure 1A) following a previously reported seed-mediated
growth method in a CTAB/oleate binary surfactant system59

with some minor modifications. Upon exposure to an
overgrowth solution containing HAuCl4, ascorbic acid (AA),
and CTAB, the Au ETHH NPs evolved into ETOH NPs with
significantly increased lateral dimensions (Figure 1B). The
ETOH NPs represent an interesting geometry derived from
elongation of a trisoctahedron enclosed by 24 high-index {hhk}
facets (composed of alternating {110}/{111} terraces and
steps). When Cu2+ ions were introduced into the nanorod
overgrowth solution, the ETHH NPs underwent drastically
different structural evolution processes and the Cu2+/CTAB
molar ratio was found to be a key knob that one could adjust to
fine-control the facets of the resulting Au nanorods. At
relatively low Cu2+ concentrations (e.g., [Cu2+] = 5 μM), Au
CCB NPs with well-defined concave facets were obtained
(Figure 1C). As discussed in greater detail later on, each CCB
NP is exclusively enclosed by 24 high-index {hkk} facets, which
are geometrically derived through combination of alternating
{100}/{111} terraces and steps. As the Cu2+ concentration
increased, the degree of surface indentation of the CCB NPs
gradually decreased until Au QCB NPs (Figure 1D) whose
surfaces were dominated by {100} facets formed when the
concentration of Cu2+ reached 70 μM. Further increase in Cu2+

concentration resulted in corner truncation of the QCB NPs,
giving rise to the formation of TCB NPs (Figure 1E). Each
TCB NP is enclosed by 4 {100} facets on the lateral sides, 2
{100} facets at the ends, and 8 {111} facets at the truncated
corners. The corner truncation became progressively more
significant as the Cu2+ concentration increased. The TCB NPs
eventually evolved into EOH NPs with two sharp tips each of
which was enclosed by 4 {111} facets (Figure 1F) when the
{100} end facets completely disappeared at Cu2+ concen-
trations higher than 200 μM. The as-fabricated Au ETHH,
ETOH, CCB, QCB, TCB, and EOH NPs all exhibited narrow
size distributions and high geometric uniformity with yields
typically higher than 95% (see low-magnification SEM images
taken over large sample areas in Figure S1 in Supporting
Information).
Each faceted nanorod geometry exhibited its own character-

istic plasmonic features in the optical extinction spectra (Figure
1G). The ETHH NPs displayed a longitudinal and a transverse
plasmon resonance at ∼770 nm and ∼514 nm, respectively.
The longitudinal plasmon peak was much stronger than the
transverse plasmon peak because of stronger coupling of the
incident light with the plasmons along the longitudinal axis of
the NPs. Upon formation of ETOH NPs, both the longitudinal
and transverse plasmon resonances red-shifted and the
transverse plasmon peak became significantly stronger largely
due to the increased lateral dimensions of the NPs. The
development of surface concavity during the transition of

ETOH to CCB NPs caused significant red-shifts of both the
longitudinal and transverse plasmon resonances accompanied
by increase in peak intensities. Interestingly, the transverse
plasmon band split into two peaks, which was a unique spectral
signature of nanorods with surface indentations on their lateral
sides.47,65 Decrease in surface indentation led to progressive
blue-shift and weakening of both the longitudinal and
transverse plasmon peaks until the formation of QCB NPs.
The longitudinal plasmon peak was observed to gradually blue-
shift and become weaker while the transverse plasmon peak
remained very robust at essentially fixed wavelengths as the
degree of corner truncation of TCB NPs increased. The
transverse plasmon peak became even stronger than the
longitudinal plasmon peak when the TCB NPs eventually
evolved into EOH NPs. Because both the plasmon resonance
wavelengths and the optical extinction spectral line-shapes were
sensitively dependent on the geometric details of the faceted Au
nanorods, we were able to use optical extinction spectroscopy
in combination with TEM to track detailed structural evolution
as the Cu2+/CTAB ratio systematically varied (Figure S2 in
Supporting Information).
We further used high-angle annular dark-field scanning

transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) to resolve
the atomic-level surface structures of the faceted Au nanorods.
The high-resolution HAADF-STEM images shown in Figure 2
were all taken with the electron beam projected along specific
zone axes of individual NPs, which allowed us to resolve the
atomic structures of specific facets exposed on the nanorod
surfaces. The relative orientation of each NP with respect to the
electron beam was further verified by the crystalline lattices in
the high-resolution HAADF-STEM images and the fast-Fourier
transform patterns of the images. In Figure 2, the geometric
models and atomic-level structures of various facets were also
illustrated. As shown in Figure 2A−C, each Au ETHH NPs was
exclusively enclosed by 24 {730} facets, which were identified
by both the atomic steps shown in high resolution STEM
images (Figure 2C-i, 2C-ii, and 2C-iii) and the characteristic
dihedral angles when the particle was projected along the [001]
zone axis. The {730} facet consists of repeating high-index
{210} and {310} local facets as illustrated in Figure 2A. The
two ends of each ETOH NP were enclosed exclusively by high-
index {221} facets while the lateral side facets were indexed as
{110} (Figure 2D−F). Four of the 24 {221} facets and 2 of the
4 {110} facets became parallel to the electron beam when an
ETOH NP was projected along the [11̅0] zone axis (Figure 2F,
2F-i, 2F-ii, and 2F-iii). The CCB NPs, each of which was
enclosed by 24 concave facets with equivalent Miller indices,
exhibited orientation-dependent geometrical contours in the
HAADF-STEM images (Figure 2G−J). When a CCB NP was
projected along [11 ̅0] zone axis (Figure 2J and 2J-i), 4 of the 24
facets were aligned parallel to the electron beam, allowing us to
assign the facets to high-index {511} facet based on the
arrangement of surface atoms. In comparison to the high-index
faceting NPs, Au QCB NPs had a simpler geometry enclosed
predominantly by 6 low-index {100} facets with minor
structural nonideality, such as slight corner truncations and
defects on side facets, with respect to a perfect cuboid (Figure
2K,L). The exposed facets on Au TCB NPs were resolved as
{111} at the truncated corners and {100} on side and end faces
(Figure S3 in Supporting Information). When a TCB NP
further evolved into an EOH NP, the {100} facets disappeared
as the 4 {111} facets merged at each end of the NP (Figure
2M−O). The arrangement of surface atoms on {111} facets
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were resolved by high-resolution HAADF-STEM images when
an EOH NP was imaged under the project along the [11̅0]
zone axis (Figure 2O, 2O-i, and 2O-ii). We analyzed the
characteristic angles of the high-index faceting NPs and the
image intensity profiles along various lines across the NP cross
sections (Figure S4 in Supporting Information), which further
qualitatively confirmed the three-dimensional (3D) geometric
profiles of the NPs observed in the SEM and TEM images. In
all the high-resolution HAADF-STEM images shown in Figure
2 and Figure S3 in Supporting Information, only the crystalline
lattices of fcc Au were resolved. Neither surface deposition of
metallic Cu nor the formation of Au−Cu bimetallic alloy
domains was observed, indicating the absence of metallic Cu(0)
in these faceted nanorods.
Complementary to the two-dimensional (2D) microscopic

imaging characterizations, electron tomography measurements
allowed us to more accurately visualize the unique 3D
structures and more quantitatively index the facets of the
high-index faceting NPs. For the 3D electron tomography, a
series of Z-contrast STEM images were acquired by tilting the
specimen over a wide range of angles from −70° to +70° at
every 2° intervals using a field-emission instrument operated at
200 kV. The 3D tomograms were reconstructed using a
multiplicative simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique

(SIRT). The 3D reconstructions were visualized using isovalue
surfaces in the Amira software. As shown in Figure 3, the
reconstructed 3D geometries matched very well with the
structural information obtained from the 2D TEM and
HAADF-STEM images. The 3D tomography results further
verified that the ETHH NPs and CCB NPs were predom-
inantly enclosed by {730} and {511} facets, respectively. The
two ends along the longitudinal axis of each ETOH NP were
enclosed by {221} facets while the lateral sides were dominated
by {110} facets. The experimentally fabricated NPs exhibited
only slight deviations from the ideal geometric models. The
corners and edges of the ETOH and CCB NPs appeared to be
less sharp in the reconstructed 3D geometries in comparison to
those observed in the TEM and SEM images possibly due to
the fact that the exposure of NPs to electron beam over
extended time periods during tilt-series tomography measure-
ments may introduce slight geometric modifications to the
sharp corners and edges of the NPs. In spite of their structural
nonideality, all the nanorod-derived structures exhibited well-
defined multifaceted geometries and their surfaces were
dominated by their characteristic facets. The structural
information obtained from SEM, TEM, HAADF-STEM, and
3D tomography measurements all agree with each other.

Figure 3. 3D electron tomographic reconstructions (left panels), cross-sectional views of the 2D projection of tomographic reconstructions
(right upper panels), and the corresponding ideal geometric models (right bottom panels) of the high-index faceting nanorods: an ETHH NP
viewed along (A) [100] zone axis and (B) [310] zone axis, an ETOH NP viewed along (C) [11 ̅0] zone axis and (D) [100] zone axis, and a
CCB NP viewed along (E) [100] zone axis and (F) [11̅0] zone axis. The characteristic geometric angles on the 2D projections are labeled for
each geometry.
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To gain further insights into the synergistic effects of Cu2+

and CTAB on the facet evolution of Au nanorods, we used X-
ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ζ-potential
measurements to fully characterize the surface compositions
and charges of the faceted nanorods. Energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) results (Figure S5 in Supporting
Information) verified that the bulk composition of the faceted
nanorods was monometallic Au and none of the Cu, Br, or N
elements possibly existing in the surface adsorbates were
detectable in EDS. However, Br signals were clearly resolved in
XPS spectra collected on the Au ETHH, ETOH, CCB, QCB,
TCB, and EOH NPs (Figure S6 in Supporting Information),
indicating the capping of the Au surfaces with CTAB. XPS
results also verified the presence of Ag on the surfaces of Au
ETHH NPs (Figure S6A in Supporting Information) as a
consequence of Ag+-guided seed-mediated growth. However,
Ag became undetectable by XPS when the ETHH NPs
overgrew into various faceted nanorods (Figure S6B−S6F in
Supporting Information) because XPS was a surface character-
ization technique with a penetration depth of only ∼1 nm
under our experimental conditions. While no XPS signal of Cu
was detectable on the surfaces of Au ETOH NPs (Figure S6B
in Supporting Information), the XPS spectral features of Cu
species were clearly resolvable on the CCB, QCB, TCB, and
EOH NPs (Figures S6C−S6F in Supporting Information).
High-resolution XPS spectra of the Cu 2p region (Figure 4A)
further revealed that Cu2+ was mostly reduced to Cu(I) species
on the surfaces of Au CCB, QCB, and EOH NPs while the XPS
signals of Cu (II) species were almost undetectable. The
relative intensities of the Cu (I) 2p XPS peaks increased in the
order of CCB < QCB < EOH NPs whereas the intensities of Br
3d peaks showed an opposite trend (Figure 4B), decreasing in
the order of ETHH > ETOH > CCB > QCB > EOH NPs. As

shown in Figure 4C, no peak shift or split was observed in the
high-resolution XPS spectra of Au 4f region in comparison to
the spectrum of bulk Au, indicating that the surface capping of
Au facets by Cu (I) and CTAB did not modify the lattices or
the electronic band structures of Au surface atoms to any
detectable extent. This result provided additional evidence to
the absence of metallic Cu on the overgrown faceted Au
nanorods, which was in line with previous observations that
Cu(II) ions could only be reduced to Cu(I), not metallic
Cu(0), by ascorbic acid (AA) or sodium ascorbate in the
presence of CTAB.70,74 To further verify the reduction of Cu2+

by AA into Cu(I) species during the nanorod overgrowth,
bicinchoninic acid (BCA), a Cu+-specific chelating agent, was
added into the nanorod overgrowth solution. As shown in
Figure S7 in Supporting Information, the absorption peak
centered at 560 nm in the extinction spectrum was character-
istic of the water-soluble, purple-colored Cu(I)-BCA com-
plex.75 Therefore, it was cuprous ions (Cu+) rather than cupric
ions (Cu2+) that played a key role in controlling the facet
evolution of Au nanorods.
We used the XPS results to quantify the relative packing

densities of Cu (I) and CTAB on the NP surfaces based on the
atomic ratios of Cu/Au and Br/Au. As shown in Figure 4D, the
packing densities of CTAB on the high-index faceting nanorods
were significantly higher than those on the low-index faceting
nanorods, decreasing in the order of ETHH > ETOH > CCB >
QCB > EOH NPs. This trend correlated well with the relative
thermodynamic stability of the naked facets, suggesting that
high surface packing density of CTAB might lower the surface
energies and hence stabilize the high-index facets. In contrast,
Cu(I) ions, when adsorbed on the Au surfaces, appeared to
favor the formation of thermodynamically stable low-index
facets. As a consequence, the high-index {hkk} facets on CCB

Figure 4. High-resolution XPS spectra of the (A) Cu 2p, (B) Br 3d, and (C) Au 4f regions of Au ETHH, ETOH, CCB, QCB, and EOH NPs.
The spectra are offset for clarity. (D) Atomic ratios of Cu/Au and Br/Au on the surfaces of Au ETHH, ETOH, CCB, QCB, and EOH NPs
probed by XPS. (E) ζ-potentials of colloidal Au ETHH, ETOH, CCB, QCB, and EOH NPs. The samples for ζ-potential measurements were
all freshly prepared, centrifuged, and redispersed in 1 mM CTAB. The concentration of the colloids for ζ-potential measurements were kept at
2.0 × 1011 particles mL−1 for all the samples. The pH of the colloidal suspension was 7.4.
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NPs gradually evolved into {100} facets on QCB NPs and
eventually into the thermodynamically most stable {111} facets
on EOH NPs as the surface coverage of Cu(I) increased. Cu(I)
ions and CTAB appeared to be a pair of surface-capping
competitors because the increase in surface packing density of
Cu(I) was accompanied by a decrease in packing density of
CTAB (Figure 4D). The relative surface packing densities of
Cu(I) and CTAB on the surfaces of various faceted Au
nanorods were further correlated to the ζ-potentials of the NPs
(Figure 4E). All the nanostructures had positively charged
surfaces due to the formation of CTAB self-assembled bilayers
on Au nanorod surfaces.9 The surface adsorbed Cu(I) ions
provided additional contribution to the positive surface charges
of the NPs. Despite their lower surface packing density of
CTAB, the CCB NPs exhibited higher surface charges than the
ETOH NPs owing to the presence of surface-adsorbed Cu(I).
Although CTAB was more sparsely packed on the surfaces of
EOH NPs than QCB NPs, the EOH NPs displayed a more
positive ζ-potential value than the QCB NPs due to the higher
surface packing density of Cu(I) ions. It is noteworthy that the
ζ-potential values reported here represented the apparent
effective ζ-potentials, which allowed us to qualitatively compare
the relative surface charge densities of various NP samples. In
our ζ-potential measurements, a commercial zeta potentiom-
eter was used to measure the free mobility and effective
hydrodynamic sizes of NPs, which were then converted into ζ
potentials using simple theoretical formulas approximating the
NP as a hard sphere homogeneously coated with a charged thin
layer. For anisotropic Au nanorods, the obtained values of ζ
potential were generally ∼10% higher than the results from the

spherical approximation when theories for cylindrical particles
were applied to ζ potential calculations using the actual
dimensions of Au nanorods (determined from electron
microscopy measurements).76 More quantitative determination
of accurate ζ-potentials, however, requires the incorporation of
additional empirical or semiempirical parameters, such as the
geometric details of the faceted NPs and heterogeneous
distribution of adsorbates on various facets, into the theoretical
formulas, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
The facets of the overgrown Au nanorods could also be fine-

tailored through systematic variation of CTAB concentrations
while keeping Cu2+ at fixed concentrations. The morphological
evolution of the faceted Au nanorods as the CTAB
concentration varied was tracked using a combination of
optical extinction spectroscopy and TEM measurements
(Figure 5). At relatively low Cu2+ concentrations (e.g., [Cu2+]
= 10 μM), a structural evolution from TCB to CCB and
eventually to ETOH was observed when the CTAB
concentration progressively increased in the range from 3 to
51 mM. At relatively high Cu2+ concentrations (e.g., [Cu2+] =
100 μM), the NP morphologies gradually changed from EOH
to TCB and eventually to CCB NPs as concentration of CTAB
increased from 3 to 51 mM. Therefore, it was the molar ratio of
Cu2+/CTAB rather than the absolute concentrations of Cu2+

and CTAB that determined the surface structures and hence
the geometries of the overgrown Au nanorods. The
competition between Cu+ and CTAB could be further
modulated by adding BCA into the overgrowth solutions.
The specific and strong chelating interactions between BCA
and Cu+ ions effectively inhibited the competition between Cu+

Figure 5. Extinction spectra of Au NPs obtained through overgrowth of Au ETHH NPs in the presence of various concentrations of CTAB
and fixed Cu2+ concentrations: (A) [Cu2+] = 10 μM; (E) [Cu2+] = 100 μM. TEM images of faceted Au nanorods obtained through overgrowth
of Au ETHH NPs under various conditions: (B) [Cu2+] = 10 μM, [CTAB] = 3 mM; (C) [Cu2+] = 10 μM, [CTAB] = 14 mM; (D) [Cu2+] = 10
μM, [CTAB] = 51 mM; (F) [Cu2+] = 100 μM, [CTAB] = 3 mM; (G) [Cu2+] = 100 μM, [CTAB] = 14 mM; (H) [Cu2+] = 100 μM, [CTAB] =
51 mM. All TEM images share the scale bar in panel B.
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and CTAB. Therefore, Au ETOH NPs were always obtained
regardless of the relative [Cu2+]/[CTAB] ratios when BCA was
in excess with respect to Cu+ (Figure S8 in Supporting
Information). Analogous to Cu+ ions, we found that Pb2+ could
also compete with CTAB, allowing the ETOH NPs to evolve
into CCB NPs (Figure S9 in Supporting Information).
However, Pb2+ appeared to be much less effective than Cu+

in terms of facet control capability. The formation of CCB NPs
required much higher concentrations of Pb2+ than those of
Cu2+ mostly likely due to the much weaker interactions of Pb2+

with Au surfaces compared to the Cu+-Au interactions.
Among various foreign metal ion additives, Ag+ has been so

far most widely used to guide the seed-mediated shape
evolution of noble metal nanocrystals. Ag+ ions can be used

in combination with appropriate surfactants to guide the
growth of a series of high-index and low-index faceting
polyhedral NPs through selective surface passivation induced
by underpotential deposition (UPD) of Ag.15,77 In contrast to
those of Ag+, the roles of Cu2+ in seed-mediated nanocrystal
growth have been much less explored. A similar mechanism
involving UPD of Cu on Au seed surfaces has been proposed to
interpret Cu2+-mediated shape evolution of metallic NPs.78,79

Although the existence of transient, localized Cu UPD layers on
Au surfaces during nanorod overgrowth cannot be completely
ruled out, the results of ex situ HAADF-STEM, XPS, and ζ-
potential measurements provided clear evidence on the absence
of metallic Cu UPD layers on the surfaces of the overgrown Au
CCB, QCB, TCB, and EOH NPs. Therefore, the facet

Figure 6. SEM images of NPs obtained through overgrowth of Au ETHH NPs in the presence of 14 mM CTAB and various concentrations of
Ag+ at: (A) 3 μM; (B) 7.5 μM; (C) 20 μM; (D) 200 μM. The inset in each panel shows the geometric model for the NPs. All SEM images
share the scale bar in panel A. (E) EDS spectrum of the NPs obtained in the presence of 20 μM Ag+. The inset shows the line-scan profile of
elemental distribution overlapped with the SEM image of an individual NP. (F) Atomic ratio of Ag/Au obtained from EDS measurements as a
function of the concentration of Ag+ in the overgrowth solution. (G) Experimental extinction spectra of colloidal Au NPs obtained through
overgrowth of Au ETHH NPs in the presence of various Ag+ concentrations as labeled in the figure.
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evolution of Au nanorods observed in this work should not be
simply interpreted as a consequence of selective facet
passivation guided by Cu UPD. An alternative mechanism
involved in Cu2+ ion-guided growth of Au nanocrystals has
been recently proposed, which is based on Cu2+-catalyzed
oxidative etching of Au surface atoms.56,57,80 The reaction
occurring in this oxidative etching process can be described
using the following equation:

+ + + ⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ +− + −
+

4Au 8Br O 4H 4AuBr 2H O0
2

Cu
2 2

2

This Cu2+-catalyzed oxidative etching of Au occurs in
strongly acidic environments and involves the participation of
bromide anions (from CTAB), the oxygen dissolved in water,
protons, and Cu2+ ions. The oxidative etching of Au nanorods
resulted in decrease of both the aspect ratios and surface
curvatures of the nanorods, giving rise to spectral blue shift of
the longitudinal plasmon resonances.57 When the Cu2+ ion-
catalyzed oxidative etching dominated the nanorod overgrowth,
the overgrowth rates greatly increased due to the etching-
induced refreshment of NP surfaces, leading to the formation of
thermodynamically stable {111}-faceting octahedral NPs.56 To
achieve precise control over the nanorod facets, the oxidative
etching of Au surfaces needs to be suppressed. We observed
that Au ETHH NPs underwent a slow etching process when
exposed to an aqueous solution containing 300 μM Cu2+, 14
mM CTAB, and 0.1 M HCl under ambient air at 60 °C (Figure
S10 in Supporting Information), which was in line with
previous observations on cylindrical Au nanorods.57 This
etching process was further slowed down when the temperature
dropped to 30 °C (Figure S10 in Supporting Information), the
temperature at which the nanorod overgrowth was carried out.
In addition, we found that the presence of excessive reducing
agent, AA, in the overgrowth solution suppressed the Cu2+-
catalyzed oxidative etching of Au (Figure S11 in Supporting
Information). Although AA is a mild reducing agent, it can
effectively suppress oxidation processes, such as galvanic
replacement of metallic Ag with HAuCl4, when it is in great
excess.81 Furthermore, the Cu2+ ion-catalyzed oxidative etching
of Au requires low pH values below 1 and therefore high
concentrations (∼0.1 M) of strong acids, such as HCl or
H2SO4, are needed to boost the oxidative etching.56,57,80

However, under our experimental conditions for nanorod
overgrowth, no additional strong acid was added and the pH
values of the overgrowth solutions were measured to be around
4. As a consequence, no etching of Au ETHH NPs was
observed over time period up to 24 h (Figure S11 in
Supporting Information). While the detailed mechanistic
understanding of the roles of Cu2+ and CTAB requires further
investigations, our results provided strong evidence that the
facet evolution of Au nanorods under our experimental
conditions was essentially modulated by the competitive
surface capping of various Au facets with Cu+ and CTAB
rather than the UPD of Cu or Cu2+-catalyzed oxidative etching.
We further demonstrated the capability to fine-tune the

particle aspect ratios using this facet-controlled nanorod
overgrowth approach (Figure S12 in Supporting Information).
The aspect ratios of Au ETHH NPs could be fine-tuned by
exposing the preformed Au ETHH NPs to the same growth
solution used for the seed-mediated growth of Au ETHH NPs.
The aspect ratio of Au ETHH NPs progressively decreased as
the volume of the growth solution increased while the {730}
facets and the ETHH geometry were both well preserved.

When the Cu2+/CTAB ratios were fixed at the optimal values
for each geometry ([CTAB] was fixed at 14 mM and [Cu2+]
were 0, 5, 70, and 300 μM for the ETOH, CCB, QCB, and
EOH NPs, respectively), varying the amount of HAuCl4
allowed us to systematically tune the particle aspect ratios
without changing the characteristic facets and morphological
features of each geometry. Each faceted nanorod geometry
exhibited its own characteristic aspect ratio-dependent
extinction spectral features in terms of plasmon resonance
wavelengths and detailed spectral line-shapes. For all the
nanostructures, the transverse plasmon peaks became signifi-
cantly more intense with respect to the longitudinal plasmon
peaks as the particle aspect ratios decreased essentially due to
the increase of the transverse dimensions of the NPs.
A similar facet and morphological evolution process was

observed upon nanorod overgrowth when Ag+ ions were used
instead of Cu2+ to compete with CTAB. At a fixed CTAB
concentration of 14 mM, the geometry of nanorods evolved
from CCB (Figure 6A) to TCB (Figure 6B) and then to EOH
NPs (Figure 6C) as the Ag+ concentration progressively went
up. Further increase of Ag+ concentration eventually led to the
formation of octahedral NPs (Figure 6D). Apparently, low
Ag+/CTAB ratios facilitated the formation of high-index {hkk}
facets whereas high Ag+/CTAB ratios strongly favored the
formation of {111} facets. Analogous to Cu+ ions, Ag+ ions
served as a surface capping competitor to CTAB in guiding the
facet evolution of nanorods. However, the chemistry involved
in the Ag+-mediated nanorod overgrowth was found to be
strikingly different from that of the Cu2+-mediated overgrowth.
During the Ag+-mediated nanorod overgrowth, Ag+ was
reduced to metallic Ag by AA and thus codeposition of Ag
and Au occurred on the surfaces of the Au nanorod cores
(Figure 6E). In comparison to Cu, Ag has a reduction potential
much closer to that of Au, enabling the codeposition of Ag and
Au in the presence of AA and CTAB. In addition, the lattice
mismatch between Ag and Au (0.34%) is much smaller than
that between Cu and Au (11.4%), which favors the atomic
interdiffusion and thus the formation of bimetallic alloy
structures. The coreduction of Ag and Au under various
conditions has been previously demonstrated to be a robust
approach to the formation of bimetallic alloy NPs.82−84 Under
our experimental conditions, the atomic ratios of Ag/Au were
found to increase with the concentration of Ag+ in the
overgrowth solutions (Figure 6F). As shown in Figure 6G, the
structural evolution of the faceted nanorods introduced
interesting modifications to the extinction spectral features.
The surface concavity caused significant red-shifts of both the
longitudinal and transverse plasmon resonances while the
development of corner truncation blue-shifted and weakened
the longitudinal plasmon peak, a similar trend as that observed
in the cuprous ion-guided facet evolution.
Despite more than a decade of intensive investigation on the

Ag+-assisted nanorod synthesis, the detailed roles of Ag+ in
guiding the anisotropic growth of Au nanorods still remain
controversial.15−18 Three plausible mechanisms4,9,18,19 have
been proposed regarding the roles of Ag+ in controlling the
nanorod aspect ratios: (1) the UPD of a submonolayer quantity
of metallic Ag on the longitudinal faces of Au nanorods; (2) the
action of a CTAB-Ag+ complex as a facet-specific capping
agent; and (3) the Ag+- and Br−-guided formation of rod-
shaped CTAB micelles, which serve as a soft-template.
Characterizing the locations of trace amount of Ag on the Au
nanorod surfaces constitute the major challenge associated with
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the mechanistic studies. Recent studies using combined
electron microscopy and advanced EDS revealed that the
surface deposition of Ag exhibited no preference for a specific
facet or axis of the Au nanorods while the dogbone-like
nanostructures developed from nanorod overgrowth showed
preferential Ag deposition on the ends and in the crevices.18

Although further investigations are needed to fully elucidate the
synergistic effects of Ag+ and CTAB on the nanorod facet
evolution, our results clearly show that the competitive surface
capping of nanorods with Ag+ and CTAB provides a unique
way to fine-tailor the facets of anisotropic Au−Ag bimetallic
NPs.
The combination of fine-tailored surface structures and

tunable plasmonic properties on the faceted Au nanorods
provided a unique opportunity for us to quantitatively study the
facet dependence of heterogeneous catalysis on Au nanorods
using SERS as a time-resolved spectroscopic tool. As recently
demonstrated by our group62,85,86 and several other
groups,87−93 using SERS to characterize the interfacial
molecular transformations during heterogeneous catalysis has
several unique advantages, such as real-time monitoring,
noninvasive detection, high sensitivity, and detailed molecular
finger-printing capability. Here we focused on the catalytic
hydrogenation of surface-adsorbed 4-nitrothiophenol (4-NTP)

by ammonia borane (AB) as a model reaction to gain
quantitative insights on the relationship between atomic surface
structures and intrinsic catalytic activities of various Au facets. It
has been shown that aromatic thiolated ligands, such as 4-NTP,
can displace the halide-containing cationic surfactants and other
physisorbed species on Au nanoparticle surfaces.94,95 The as-
fabricated Au ETHH, ETOH, CCB, QCB, and EOH NPs first
underwent a ligand exchange process through which self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs) of 4-NTP were immobilized on
the NP surfaces via the Au-thiol interactions to displace the
surface-adsorbed CTAB and Cu(I) ions. The 4-NTP-coated
NPs were then redispersed in water and the characteristic facets
and geometric features of the NPs were both well-preserved
after the ligand exchange process (Figure S13 in Supporting
Information). We collected SERS spectra on colloidal NPs
coated with 4-NTP SAMs at 785 nm excitation. Although the
4-NTP molecules were distributed over the entire NP surfaces,
the overall SERS signals were dominated by the signals from
the molecules adsorbed on the end facets with negligible
contribution from the molecules on the lateral side facets. This
is because at 785 nm, the longitudinal plasmon resonances were
more effectively excited and the field enhancements were much
higher at the ends than on the lateral sides of the
nanorods.20,22,24,65 We estimated the average Raman enhance-

Figure 7. (A) Schematic illustration of the two-step hydrogenation process. (B) Two-dimensional colored code intensity map of time-resolved
SERS spectra collected from 4-NTP molecules adsorbed on the surfaces of Au ETHH NPs at different reaction times upon exposure to 2 mM
AB. (C) Representative SERS spectra collected at reaction times of 0, 12, and 48 s. (D) Fraction of reactant (θR) (top panel), product (θP)
(middle panel), and intermediate (θI) (bottom panel) as a function of reaction time (t) during the reactions catalyzed by Au ETHH, CCB,
ETOH, QCB, and EOH NPs. The error bars show the standard deviations obtained from 5 experimental runs. The results of the least-squares
fitting are shown as solid curves. (E) k1 values on Au ETHH, CCB, ETOH, QCB, and EOH NPs. (F) Fraction of surface atoms with various
atomic coordination numbers for {730}, {511}, {221}, {100}, and {111} facets.
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ment factors (EFs) of surface-adsorbed 4-NTP by comparing
the SERS signals to normal Raman signals of 4-NTP based on
the Raman mode at 1338 cm−1 (see details in Supporting
Information). The estimated Raman EFs were on the order of
106 for the various faceted nanorod geometries, approaching
107 for Au ETHH NPs (Figure S14 in Supporting
Information).
The catalytic hydrogenation reactions were initiated upon

exposure of the 4-NTP-coated NPs to 2 mM AB in 1 mM
K2CO3 solution at room temperature. The metallic NPs
efficiently catalyzed the dehydrogenation of surface-adsorbed
AB to generate active hydrogen,96 which then drove the
hydrogenation of surface-adsorbed 4-NTP.65 We used a
confocal Raman microscope with a laser focal plane ∼2 μm
× 2 μm in size and an effective excitation volume of ∼1.0 ×
10−16 m3 to collect the SERS spectra. Exposure of each diffusing
colloidal NP to the excitation laser at relatively low power (10
mW) for short time periods (limited by the diffusion time)
allowed us to effectively suppress plasmon-driven photo-
reduction of 4-NTP97 (Figure S15 in Supporting Information)
and the perturbation of reaction kinetics caused by photo-
thermal effects.62,85,86 As schematically illustrated in Figure 7A,
this catalytic hydrogenation reaction essentially involved two
key steps. 4-NTP and 4-aminothiolphenol (4-ATP) were the
reactant and final product, respectively, and 4,4′-dimercaptoa-
zobenzene (DMAB) was identified as the transient inter-
mediate. The detailed assignments of the peaks in SERS
spectra85,87,97,98 are listed in Table S1 in Supporting
Information. Time-resolved SERS results (Figure 7B and 7C
and Figure S16 in Supporting Information) clearly showed that
the reaction rates decreased in the order of ETHH > CCB >
ETOH > QCB > EOH NPs. It is worth mentioning that all the
faceted nanorod structures were enclosed by facets larger than 5
nm in size. Therefore, the relative reaction rates well-reflected
the characteristic catalytic activities of various facets because the
edge and corner atoms at the boundaries between facets only
accounted for negligibly small fractions of the total surface
atoms.99,100

We used the Raman modes at 1338 cm−1 (the N−O
stretching mode of 4-NTP), 1590 cm−1 (the phenol ring mode
of 4-ATP), and 1438 cm−1 (the N−N stretching mode of
DMAB) to quantify the fractions of reactant (θR), product (θP),
and intermediate (θI), respectively, as a function of reaction
time (t). To obtain θR(t) values, the peak intensities of the 1338
cm−1 mode at particular time spots, I(t), were normalized
against the initial peak intensities before the reactions started,
I(t = 0 s). To obtain θP(t) values, the peak intensities of the
1590 cm−1 mode at particular time spots were normalized
against the peak intensities after the reaction was completed, I(t
= ∞). This catalytic reaction followed pseudo-first-order
kinetics because AB was in great excess with respected to the
surface-adsorbed 4-NTP. The pseudo-first-order rate constants
for the first step, k1, were first obtained by performing least-
squares curve fitting to the θR(t) trajectories (Figure 7D) using
the following rate equation:

θ = − ×eR
k t1 (1)

The pseudo-first-order rate constants for the second step, k2,
were then obtained by fitting the θP(t) trajectories using the
following rate equation:

θ = +
× − ×

−

− × − ×k e k e
k k
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k t k t
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θI (t) was finally calculated based on the curve-fitting results
using the following equation:

θ θ θ= − −1I R P (3)

The experimentally measured θI(t) were plotted after
normalization of the maximum peak intensities of the 1438
cm−1 mode against the maximum θI values of the curve-fitting
results.
As shown in Figure 7D and 7E, the three types of high-index

facets were catalytically much more active than the low-index
facets toward the catalytic hydrogenation of 4-NTP. The Au
ETHH NPs enclosed by {730} facets exhibited the highest
catalytic activities among the nanostructures investigated in this
work, with k1 approximately 500 times larger than that of the
EOH NPs enclosed by the least active {111} facets (Figure 7E).
On the EOH NPs, it took more than 90 min for the reaction to
go to completion under the current experimental conditions
(Figure S17 in Supporting Information). While both k1 and k2
were observed to be facet dependent (Table S2 in Supporting
Information), decreasing in the order of {730} > {511} > {221}
> {100} > {111}, k1 was much more sensitively dependent
upon the facets than k2. Interestingly, the k2 values were always
larger than k1 regardless of nanorod geometries, suggesting that
the rate-limiting step was the conversion of 4-NTP to DMAB
and the overall reaction kinetics were essentially determined by
k1 rather than k2. The ratios of k1/k2, which were also facet-
dependent, determined both the maximum fractions of DMAB,
θI,max, and the reaction time at which the θI,max was achieved,
tmax. As shown in the bottom panel of Figure 7D, θI,max
decreased while tmax increased as k1/k2 went down. For
ETOH, QCB, and EOH NPs, the fraction of DMAB (θI)
remained very low throughout the entire reaction processes and
the rates of product formation were dominated essentially only
by k1 (Figure S18 in Supporting Information) because k2 was
far greater than k1 (k2 > 10 k1). As a consequence, the overall
kinetics could be further simplified as a one-step first order
reaction and the θP trajectories could be well described by a
single-exponential function:

θ = − − ×e1P
k t1 (4)

The observed facet-dependent catalytic activities correlated
well with the characteristic distributions of undercoordinated
surface atoms on various facets (Figure 7F). The surface atoms
on the low-index {100} and {111} facets are close-packed with
coordination numbers of 8 and 9, respectively, and are thus
catalytically less active than the high-index facets. The {730}
facet possess 44% of its surface atoms with coordination
number of 6, which served as highly active sites for the catalytic
hydrogenation reaction. The {511} and {221} facets possess
50% and 33% undercoordinated surface atoms, respectively,
with a coordination number of 7. The {511} facets were more
active than the {221} facets largely due to the higher fraction of
surface atoms with coordination number of 7. Our results
provided clear experimental evidence on the crucial roles of
undercoordinated surface atoms in Au-based heterogeneous
catalysis, which were originally proposed based on the results
obtained from CO oxidation catalyzed by oxide-supported sub-
5 nm Au NPs.99,100 The SERS-based kinetic measurements on
Au nanorods enclosed by well-defined facets allowed us to
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quantitatively correlate the intrinsic activities with the atomic-
level surface structures of Au nanocatalysts with no
complication from the synergy between the Au NPs and the
high surface-area oxide supports.

CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a highly robust and versatile facet-
controlled nanorod overgrowth approach with unique capa-
bilities to selectively create an entire family of well-defined
facets on the surfaces of single-crystalline Au nanorods,
including high-index {hk0} facets on ETHH NPs, high-index
{hhk} facets on ETOH NPs, high-index {hkk} facets on CCB
NPs, low-index {100} facets on QCB NPs, and low-index
{111} facets on EOH NPs. Our success in precise facet control
of Au nanorods essentially relies on the utilization of cuprous
ions and CTAB as a unique pair of surface capping competitors
to fine-control the facet evolution during nanorod overgrowth.
This approach also allows for the fine-tuning of the particle
aspect ratios while still retaining the characteristic surface
structures and morphological features of each nanorod
geometry. This work represents a significant advancement in
nanorod synthesis and provides new mechanistic insights on
the roles of foreign ions and surface-capping surfactants in
guiding the facet evolution of anisotropic nanocrystals, thereby
promoting the geometry control of anisotropic nanostructures
toward an unprecedented level of precision and versatility. The
faceted Au nanorods, which exhibit fine-tailored atomic level
surface structures while still inheriting the plasmonic tunability
of the conventional cylindrical Au nanorods, serve as a unique
multifunctional nanomaterials system that allows us to
quantitatively correlate the intrinsic catalytic activities with
the atomic-level surface structures of Au nanocatalysts using
SERS as a time-resolved plasmon-enhanced spectroscopic tool.

METHODS
Chemicals and Materials. The chemicals and materials used in

this work were listed in detail in the Supporting Information. All
reagents were used as received without further purification. Ultrapure
water (18.2 MΩ resistivity, Barnstead EasyPure II 7138) was used for
all experiments.
Synthesis of Au ETHH NPs. Au ETHH NPs were prepared

following a previously published protocol59 with minor modifications.
Briefly, colloidal Au seeds were prepared by the reducing HAuCl4 with
NaBH4 in the presence of CTAB. First, 5.0 mL of 0.5 mM HAuCl4
was mixed with 5 mL of 0.2 M CTAB solution. Then, 1.0 mL of ice-
cold, freshly prepared 6 mM NaBH4 was quickly injected into the
mixture under magnetic stirring (1200 rpm). The seed solution was
stirred for 2 min and then left undisturbed for 30 min before use. To
prepare the Au ETHH NP growth solution, 7.0 g of CTAB and 1.234
g of NaOL were dissolved in 250 mL of water at 60 °C. The solution
was cooled to 30 °C and then 24 mL of 4 mM AgNO3 was added. The
mixture was kept undisturbed at 30 °C for 15 min, followed by the
addition of 250 mL of 1 mM HAuCl4. The solution became colorless
after 90 min of stirring at 700 rpm and 1.8 mL HCl (37 wt % in water,
12.1 M) was then introduced into the mixture. After another 15 min of
slow magnetic stir at 400 rpm, 1.30 mL of 64 mM ascorbic acid was
added. Finally, 0.4 mL of seed solution was injected into the growth
solution and the mixture solution was vigorously stirred for another 30
s and then left undisturbed at 30 °C for 12 h. The resulting Au ETHH
NPs were collected by centrifugation at 7000 rpm for 20 min followed
by removal of the supernatant and finally redispersed in 30 mL of 20
mM CTAB.
Synthesis of Au ETOH NPs. Au ETOH NPs were prepared via

overgrowth of Au ETHH NPs in the presence of HAuCl4, CTAB, and
AA. In a typical procedure, 200 μL of colloidal Au ETHH NPs were
first redispersed in 100 μL 0.10 M CTAB after being washed once with

water. The growth solution was prepared by sequentially adding H2O
(7.40 mL), HAuCl4 (0.2 mL, 10 mM), and AA (1.0 mL, 0.10 M) into
a CTAB (1.30 mL, 0.10 M) solution. After gently mixing the growth
solution for 30 s, the growth of Au ETOH was initiated by adding 100
μL of the Au ETHH NPs (in 0.1 M CTAB). The reaction solution was
gently mixed for 30 s immediately after the addition of Au ETHH NPs
and then left undisturbed at 30 °C for 1 h. The obtained Au ETOH
NPs were washed with water twice through centrifugation/
redispersion cycles, and finally redispersed in 200 μL of 20 mM
CTAB. The size and aspect-ratio of ETOH can be controlled by
simply adjusting amount of HAuCl4 added. The total volume of the
growth solutions was always fixed at 10.0 mL.

Synthesis of Au CCB, QCB, TCB, and EOH NPs. Au CCB, QCB,
TCB, and EOH NPs were synthesized via overgrowth of Au ETHH
NPs in the presence of Cu2+, HAuCl4, CTAB, and AA. In a typical
procedure of CCB NP synthesis, 200 μL of Au ETHH NPs were first
redispersed in 100 μL 0.10 M CTAB after being washed once with
water. The growth solution was prepared by sequentially adding H2O
(7.395 mL), HAuCl4 (0.2 mL, 10 mM), Cu(NO3)2 (5 μL, 10 mM),
and AA (1.0 mL, 0.10 M) into a CTAB (1.30 mL, 0.10 M) solution.
After gently mixing the growth solution for 30 s, the growth of Au
CCB NPs was initiated by adding 100 μL of the Au ETHH NPs (in
0.1 M CTAB). The reaction solution was gently mixed for 30 s
immediately after the addition of Au ETHH NPs and then left
undisturbed at 30 °C for 1 h. The obtained Au CCB NPs were washed
with water twice through centrifugation/redispersion cycles, and finally
redispersed in 200 μL of 20 mM CTAB. The morphologies of Au
CCB NPs evolved into QCB, TCB, and EOH when increasing amount
of Cu2+ was added into the growth solution. The morphologies of the
NPs could be controlled by adjusting the molar ratios between Cu2+

and CTAB. In the presence of 14 mM CTAB, the optimal
concentrations of Cu2+ were 5 μM for CCB, 70 μM for QCB, 100
μM for TCB, and 300 μM for EOH NPs, respectively. The total
volume of the growth solutions was always fixed at 10.0 mL.

Overgrowth of Au ETHH NPs in CTAB/NaOL Binary
Surfactants. The ETHH morphology was well-preserved while the
particle aspect ratios decreased during overgrowth of Au ETHH NPs
in the presence of Ag+, HAuCl4, CTAB, NaOL, HCl, and AA. More
details of the overgrowth of Au ETHH NPs in CTAB/NaOL binary
surfactants can be found in Supporting Information.

Ag+-Guided Overgrowth of Au ETHH NPs. The ETHH NPs
evolved into CCB, TCB, and EOH NPs composed of Au nanorod
core and Au−Ag alloy shell upon overgrowth of Au ETHH NPs in the
presence of Ag+, HAuCl4, CTAB, and AA. More experimental details
of Ag+-guided overgrowth of Au ETHH NPs in CTAB are included in
Supporting Information.

Characterizations. The morphologies, structures, compositions,
and surface properties of the NPs were characterized by TEM, SEM,
EDS, HAADF-STEM, XPS, and ζ-potential measurements. The
optical extinction spectra of the NPs were measured using a Beckman
Coulter Du 640 spectrophotometer. Raman spectra were obtained on
a Bayspec Nomadic Raman microscopy built on an Olympus BX51
microscope equipped with a 785 nm CW diode laser. SERS spectra
were collected on colloidal suspensions of Au ETHH, ETOH, CCB,
QCB, and EOH NPs coated with 4-NTP SAMs. Details of NP
characterizations, SERS measurements, and estimation of Raman
enhancement factors are presented in Supporting Information.

Catalytic Reaction Kinetics Studied by Time-Resolved SERS.
To use SERS to study the catalytic reactions, we first preadsorbed
SAMs of 4-NTP onto the surfaces of Au ETHH, ETOH, CCB, QCB,
and EOH NPs. The nanoparticle-catalyzed 4-NTP hydrogenation
occurred at room temperature upon the addition of 20 μL of Au NPs
(∼1.0 × 1011 particles mL−1), 50 μL of ultrapure water, 10 μL of 10
mM K2CO3, and 20 μL of 10 mM AB in a 0.5 mL Eppendorf
centrifuge tube. The kinetics of the catalyzed reactions was measured
in real time using time-resolved SERS. The excitation laser was focused
on the reaction mixture using a 10× objective [Numerical Aperture
(NA) = 0.30, working distance (WD) = 11.0 mm, Olympus
MPLFLN]. The laser power was measured to be 10.0 mW at the
samples and the signal acquisition time was 1 s for Au ETHH NPs,
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and 2s for all other samples, respectively. Successive SERS spectra
were collected during the reaction until completion of the reduction of
4-NTP into 4-ATP. The total volume of the reaction mixtures was
fixed at 100 μL.
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